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some objections are to be noted for proper understanding of these aspects. first, although there is
no longer a need to be a member of the legislature to become the president, this rule does not

apply to the vice president. however, one is still required to have been a member of the legislature
when the electors gave their votes to the presidential candidate. neither the ministers nor the

president, may not be a member of the legislature of the state, even when he is a member of the
executive. if a person is not a member of the legislature, he is not eligible for the office of

president of india. the term of the president shall be six years and one half from the date of his
assuming office. he shall be eligible to contest in a direct and general election from any part of the
state within india. the question has been raised that the president is also to be a representative of
the people. the constitution envisages the legislature to be the centralising force in the country. a
legislative council or parliament is composed of elected representatives from the lower house and

the upper house. while the lower house is the elected or the representative body of the people,
the upper house is the representative body of the smaller states. each house has three
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components. firstly, the house of people is the highest legislative body. it consists of 2/3 members
from elected state legislators and 1/3 members from the president of india. since the number of
the upper house is based on population, the ratio of representatives in the upper house is high
than that of the lower house. this has constitutional importance. secondly, the state legislative

council is the second highest in the hierarchy. it consists of elected members of the state
legislative assembly, members from tribal communities, and members nominated by the states,

representing various interests. the final component of the legislature is the council of states which
is the lower house of the parliament. this consists of members from the bicameral state legislative

assemblies appointed by the president of india.
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the growing complexity of governmental activities arising from expanding state involvement in
social and economic spheres and the increasing diversity of parliamentary functions have
rendered legislative supervision of the administration more and more difficult. the existing

legislative committee system has become inadequate in ensuring administrative accountability to
parliament. this paper examines the post second world war phenomenon of establishing

departmentally related specialised subject committees to meet the new demands. he proposed
that instead of talking about the ‘ideal india’ and making it an ideal for the ideology of the ruling

party, india should be transformed into ‘indian ideal’, and the ideal of the indian constitution
should be to convert india into a modern, scientific state. he urged that the hindus were becoming
unintelligent, illiterate, and unpatriotic, and many of them were also anti-national. he also pointed
out the danger of fundamentalism. but congress-ruled state governments opposed the book, and it
was banned in punjab. effectively, these may be to provide for such matters as general welfare of

children; welfare of parents; education; safe environment; poverty alleviation; and adequate
supply of drinking water, housing, electricity, means of communication, and transportation, and

the need to ensure adequate physical, intellectual, and moral environment of children. 3. our
parliament by subhash kashyap pdf free download like any other constitutional forum, judicial
power emanates from the constitution itself, and, by its own provisions, is not subject to any

legislative or executive reservation.’ (as quoted by t. v. radhakrishnan : 5ec8ef588b
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